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Baen Books. Paperback. Condition: New. 752 pages. Dimensions: 7.7in. x 5.0in. x 1.7in.Contains
Books 5 and 6 The Sword and The Chosen, in the best selling General series. The Empire of Man has
fallen and a new Dark Age is upon the stars. With planets cut off and reduced to subsistence and
ignorance, humanity has nearly forgotten its past greatness. But one battle computer has survived
the Collapse. He is Center. And Center is determined to find and aid leaders who can return a star-
faring republic to the galaxy. The first of these leaders is Raj Whitehall, a man born to be a general,
and molded to retake civilization itself from the jaws of barbarism. The SwordFor five years Raj
Whitehall has led his men across the face of the planet Bellevue. With saber and bayonet he has
conquered one barbarian nation after another. Now his greatest enemy is his own overlord,
Barholm Clerett, whos so paranoid of Rajs victories that he is reduced to only one thought: Raj
Whitehall must die. The ChosenPlanted by interstellar probes on hundreds of human-occupied
worlds, the downloaded personalities of Raj Whitehall and the ancient battle computer known as
Center work together for planetary...
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ReviewsReviews

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. Of course, it is actually perform, still an interesting and amazing literature. I am delighted to explain how
this is basically the best book i actually have read through during my individual life and may be he best book for at any time.
-- Jarod Bartoletti-- Jarod Bartoletti

It is an remarkable pdf that I actually have actually read. It really is packed with knowledge and wisdom I am very happy to tell you that this is the finest
ebook i actually have go through during my very own life and may be he very best book for actually.
-- Hailey Jast Jr.-- Hailey Jast Jr.
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